
Wali Influencer Program

Take your online presence to the next level by 
leveraging social media channels

Maximize the return on your marketing budget



Put effective social media 
marketing on autopilot

● Wali’s technology streamlines your 
online marketing programs

● Your staff stays focused on the 
guest experience



How it works

Define campaign goal and 
key measurements

Our marketing specialists will align the WIP 
plan with executive goals via learning 

business’ pain points and expectation. 

Filter and match influencer

Wali utilizes our search engine boosted by 
machine learning to precisely position the 

fitting KOL with target reach.    Assign and invite influencer

Wali facilitates the assignment of 
influencers to the business / the 
organization of the tasting event.

Review and calibrate 

Wali monitors the deliverables from the 
influencers. We analyze and improve our algorithm 
of the filter to enhance the accuracy and 
effectiveness of WIP.

Influencer social contents 
creation and publication

After Influencers’ experience delivered, they 
start to prepare and edit their contents and 
share to the public.
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Important numbers

63%
Repeating 
Customers

300+
Partnered 

Influencers

220K
Followers from 
Our Influencers



Flexible and budget-wise

● Choose Individual Campaign or Tasting Event to fulfill your marketing need in 
different business cycle

● Individual Campaign - one influencer at a time with no extra labor cost
○ Minimal marketing efforts yet effective
○ Find out your best brand representative through single shout out

● Tasting Event - Multiple influencers at a time, some arrangements in advance
○ Bulk exposure with hype
○ Exponential growth in organic reach to more potential customers



Before

After

VS.Slow growth | Labor Intensive | No Buzz

Automated Growth | Labor Free | You're Trending!

WIP - Individual Campaign

13 likes 
0 effective engagement

1,521 likes 
50 effective engagements



Before

After

VS.
Most local business owners find it hard to grow their follower base 
and generate enough awareness on social media, especially when 
with limited resources.

With the Wali Influencer Program, simply witness your business 
grow organic reach and audience. We smartly leverage the power 
of influencers in your marketing efforts.

WIP - Individual Campaign



WIP - Tasting Event



Event Outcome

After the event, Bakery O’Dessert (dba “Cafe O’Dessert”) 

● Gained 83 new followers in 2 weeks
● Witnessed a 30% customer increase
● Received a total of 2,000+ likes for the single event + up to 20 sharable high-quality photos

VS.

● $80 labor + material cost during slow hours 




